BURQUITLAM STATION

Can you complete each challenge before the next train arrives? Remember to wait for the train behind the yellow line and to walk whenever you are inside a Skytrain station.

☐ Look closely at the sculpture hanging from the ceiling at the bottom of the escalators.

What is it made of? ........................................................................................................

What is the name of the sculpture? ................................................................. (Look by the elevator)

Find the station map to Platform 2, *Trains to LaFarge Lake – Douglas*.

☐ Which two stations on the Evergreen Extension connect to West Coast Express?

........................................................................................................................................

Walk up the stairs to Platform 2. Wait to board the train to Lafarge Lake - Douglas. Next, you will be travelling through a long tunnel on your way to Moody Centre Station.

☐ How long is the tunnel ride through Burnaby Mountain? Count it out or set a timer!

.................................mins ..........................seconds

MOODY CENTRE STATION

Walk up the stairs and you will see, a historic picture of a train in Port Moody.

☐ Find the photo of Engine 371, a train that arrived in Port Moody on July 10, 1886.

What was this train carrying?..........................................................................................

☐ Find the canoe hanging above the stairs. What colour is it? ..............................

☐ What kind of creature is on the canoe? Look at its tongue! ..............................

Local students restored this canoe. The painted creature is of a mythical serpent called Sisiutl.

Walk downstairs to the platform and wait for the next train to Lafarge Lake - Douglas.

☐ Name one item found in the Safety and Security cabinet on the platform.

........................................................................................................................................
INLET CENTRE STATION

This station is underground and has two entrances, a north side entrance and a south side entrance. Notice the green and blue coloured tiles on the wall.

☐ Which entrance do the Green tiles point to? .................................................................
☐ In the north entrance, there is a sculpture called “Mother and Child on a Bike”. What part of the bike is missing? .................................................................

Walk downstairs to catch the next train to Lafarge Lake - Douglas.

Name another item found in the Safety and Security cabinet on the platform.
............................................................................................................................................

COQUITLAM CENTRAL STATION

There is a hidden canoe in this station. Can you find it?

☐ What colour is the hidden canoe? .........................................................................................
☐ The sculpture outside the gates at this station is called “Unity Tree”. What is it made of? ..........................................................................................................................
☐ There is a long yellow strip along each window on the train. What is it? ..........................
............................................................................................................................................

LINCOLN STATION

This station is the closest to Coquitlam Centre Mall. You can see this station’s art from the top of the stairs but you’ll have to go to the bottom of the stairs to find out what it is made of.

☐ The green tile mosaic “Branching out” is made from what materials? .................................
☐ What colour are the arrows at the bottom of the escalators?..................................................
☐ Where would you look to find out when the next train to Lafarge Lake - Douglas arrives? .............................. How many minutes until the next train comes? .............

LAFARGE LAKE-DOUGLAS

☐ As you head down the escalator, notice the wood sculpture on the wall. Write down 3 objects or words you see.
............................................................................................................................................
☐ What type of wood is the sculpture “Monohedral Tessellation” made of? ............................
............................................................................................................................................
☐ It’s time to head back to Burquitlam Station. What is the name of the train now? ...........
............................................................................................................................................
☐ Find a map of the SkyTrain stations on the train. What 2 stations connect the Millennium Line to the Expo Line? ........................................................................ and
............................................................................................................................................

Artist Credits for Artworks in Scavenger Hunt:
Burquitlam Station: Brent Bukowski, Burquiltam: Between and Beyond
Moody Central Station: School District 43 Secondary Students, Canoe
Inlet Centre Station: Praveneh Roudgar, Mother and Child on a Bike
Coquitlam Central Station: Paul Reimer, Unity Tree
Lincoln Station: Bruce Walther and Yaron Stern, Branching out
Lafarge Lake - Douglas Station: Dean Cloutier and Jarami Reid, Monohedral Tessellation